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Back by popular demand, here is Intelligent Investor’s
list of Australia’s 10 best businesses. Better yet, three
of them are current Buy recommendations.

Australia’s 10 best businesses
What makes a great business? Well, the question is
surprisingly subjective but, in this special report, we’ll
do our valiant best to provide an answer.

positive recommendations but, over the years, many more
have been ‘Buys’.
Given time, many will be Buys again. And Intelligent
Investor will let you know when they’re upgraded (hint:
you’ll need to be a member at the time).

We’ve published a similar report several times before, most
recently in 2012 (see Australia’s 10 best businesses). In an
attempt to infuse some science into the art of investing, the
previous report used a mathematically driven approach.

You might disagree with the ten candidates we’ve selected
– and that’s okay. Along the way we’ll provide a selection
of other ‘substitute’ companies that didn’t quite make
the list, as well as a few others in the final section. These
might make it on to our ’20 best’ or ‘30 best’ business lists.

The selected criteria undoubtedly produced several very
good businesses, a couple of which are repeated in this
version. But the mathematical filters also generated many
others that were obvious beneficiaries of the decade-long
resources super-cycle. In our defence, we said as much
at the time.

So how might you use this list? It’s probably most useful
as a watch list – the companies you might want to keep
an eye on for a buying opportunity. Consider it an ‘ideal’
portfolio perhaps – one that you might build over a decade
as the stocks go in and out of favour.

In this report we’re returning to the art of investing.
We surveyed our analysts to generate a list of ‘durable’
and ‘high quality’ businesses – and the results were
surprisingly consistent. In essence, we were looking for
dominant companies that should be bigger and stronger
a decade hence.

The first three companies – Commonwealth Bank, CSL
and Wesfarmers – are perhaps the ‘best of the best’ and
they’d make a great mini-portfolio at the right price.
The remainder are listed alphabetically. We thought
of taking a vote among analysts, but there are already
too many elections going on. Any ordering would in any
case be highly subjective; safe to say there are arguments
for placing most of these businesses at or near the top of
the tree.

All of the companies on this list are large – the smallest
market capitalisation is approximately $7bn. Market
capitalisation wasn’t one of the criteria for selection,
but large businesses often have the strong market
positions and the financial clout to defend them. These
are also Australian businesses, so overseas businesses
w ith a n Austra l ia n l isting were excluded (sor r y,
Auckland Airport).

If you want to own the best companies in the land,
Australia’s 10 best businesses is an excellent place to begin.
You’ll need patience of course, but the rewards for owning
a small part of a truly wonderful business can be great
indeed.

But please, make no mistake. This list is not – repeat not
– our ten best stock picks. Great businesses and great
investments are very different things.
Indeed, the best businesses usually command premium
prices. Only three of these companies currently earn
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Commonwealth Bank
What does it do?

Size and customer loyalty feed into the bank’s cost-toincome ratio, which is the lowest of the Big Four at less
than 43%. Commonwealth’s return on equity also exceeds
its peers at 17%.

Commonwealth Bank is Australia’s most profitable bank,
with a super-strong position in retail banking.
COMMONWEALTH BANK (CBA) / HOLD

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$76.60

10%

Low-Med

Medium

All this adds up to a company some might call ‘obscenely
profitable’. In 2015, Commonwealth Bank reported a net
profit of more than $9bn. That makes the company the
largest on our list of Australia’s 10 best businesses with a
market capitalisation of around $130bn.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $70.00		Above $100.00

While the numbers tell the story, it’s management strategy
that has made the difference. While ANZ Banking Group
launched an ill-advised expansion into Asia, and National
Australia Bank took years to extricate itself from its
problematic international businesses, Commonwealth
hasn’t been distracted.

$76.60

Why is it a great business?
Commonwealth Bank is a member of Australia’s ‘Big Four’
banking oligopoly. Size matters in banking, as it allows a
bank to access cheaper funding than might be available
to a smaller and riskier bank (such as a regional player).
Commonwealth Bank is the largest bank in Australia and
the best of the Big Four.

Key information
131

MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

With banking largely a numbers game, several statistics
tell the story. The bank is – for the moment – the best
capitalised of the Big Four, with a Basel III Common Equity
Tier 1 APRA ratio of 10.0% for the quarter ended 31 March
2016. Westpac is currently raising hybrid capital which
will mean it will be slightly better capitalised for now but
it matters not. Based on this measure, both banks’ capital
adequacy ratios will be in the top five in the world.

RETURN ON EQUITY (%)

17

COST-TO-INCOME RATIO (%)

43

TIER 1 APRA RATIO (%)

10

Chart 1: CBA 10-year share price
$100
$80

Using 2015 numbers, Commonwealth Bank has strong
market shares. It accounts for almost 30% of household
deposits and 34% of people named it their ‘main financial
institution’. The bank’s courting of the youth and university
market has clearly paid off, with catchy jingles (remember
‘A dollar might go further in a Dollarmite account’?) and
customer inertia both playing their part.
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Source: Capital IQ

Commonwealth Bank’s simple Australia-focused, retailbased strategy has delivered the goods. This focus – and
the financial strength that has resulted – allowed the
bank to acquire Bankwest for a song during the Global
Financial Crisis.

Customer inertia means many people stick their money
in a Commonwealth account and leave it there. Deposits
fund 62% of the bank’s total assets and they’re typically a
lower cost form of funding. This means Commonwealth
has less exposure to wholesale funding, which typically
comes from overseas. Wholesale funding can dry up when
credit markets tighten, as happened during the Global
Financial Crisis.

Australia’s 10 best businesses
Intelligent Investor

76.60

CURRENT PRICE ($)
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Commonwealth Bank’s simple Australia-focused,
retail-based strategy has delivered the goods.

What’s our current recommendation?

They say you create your own luck, and Commonwealth
Bank proves the point. Unlike its competitors, this bank
has generally avoided mistakes and, in so doing, has
positioned itself well for the inevitable difficulties that
strike the banking sector every generation or so.

HOLD. Our favourite bank is the market’s favourite bank
too, and Commonwealth Bank trades at a premium price
– 2.6 times tangible book value. The stock deserves its
premium but, while we’ve been fairly close to an upgrade
recently, it’s not quite cheap enough to buy now.

Could anything go wrong?

Any substitute companies?

Undoubtedly. Banks are by definition highly leveraged
businesses and a deterioration in loan quality could affect
Commonwealth Bank and Australia’s banking sector
more generally. In the most recent quarter impairment
expenses jumped 67%, ref lecting deteriorating trends in
the sector. A local recession or housing downturn would
almost certainly see Australia’s banks affected much more
severely than they were in the Global Financial Crisis.

The big four banks operate as an oligopoly, so any of
the others are potential substitutes. Westpac Banking
Corporation (ASX: WBC) would be our second choice,
with the newly Australasia-focused National Australia
Bank (ASX : NA B) third and A NZ Bank ing Group
(ASX: ANZ) our least preferred among the big four.

Further reading

Increasing global regulation also means banks are subject
to stronger capital adequacy rules than before. This helps
explain why Australian banks keep raising capital. This
makes them safer, but less leverage means future returns
are likely to be lower than in the past.

CBA: Result 2015 and rights issue
CBA: Interim result 2015

Note: The Intelligent Investor Equity Income Portfolio owns
shares in Commonwealth Bank. You can find out about
investing directly in Intelligent Investor and InvestSMART
portfolios by clicking here .
Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.
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CSL
What does it do?

In 2015 CSL spent around US$460m on research and
development. It’s a significant amount but necessary to
keep the product pipeline ticking along. Consistent with
its focus on rare and serious diseases, CSL has launched
a range of haemophilia products this year.

CSL is a global biotherapeutics company. Its two main
operating businesses are CSL Behring, which is a leading
supplier of blood plasma-derived products, and Sequirus,
which manufactures vaccines and antivenoms and is now
the global number two in the inf luenza vaccine market.

Given the company’s success with launching new products,
we’re more than happy that R&D spending as a percentage
of revenue has risen from 5% in 2005 to 8% today. Over the
same period, revenues have risen from $2.6bn to $7.0bn
(in Australian dollars).

CSL (CSL) / HOLD

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$117.26

6%

Medium

Med–High

CSL has significant pricing power over many products
because they are medical necessities for which no
substitutes ex ist. Its focus on biologically-derived
therapeutics for rare diseases also means competition
tends to be less intense and patients become intimately
familiar with its products. Over time, CSL is becoming
less reliant on plasma products, too, which will improve
diversification.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $80.00		Above $150.00

$117.26

Why is it a great business?
CSL is Australia’s largest healthcare company by far. CSL
Behring, the company’s f lagship division, is the largest
player in the global blood plasma products industry.
Following a period of consolidation the plasma industry
is effectively an oligopoly, with CSL Behring, Baxter spinoff Baxalta and Grifols controlling 90% of the market.

Key information

CSL Behring controls all parts of the plasma ‘value chain’.
It operates highly automated plasma collection centres (in
the US and Germany), conducts research and development,
manufactures specialised products to treat rare and
serious diseases and then distributes them worldwide.

MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

54

RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED (%)

39

EBIT MARGIN (CSL BEHRING) (%)

31
8

R&D/REVENUE (%)

Chart 1: CSL 10-year share price

Extensive automation and economies of scale mean it has
a cost per litre of plasma almost a third lower than the
industry average. In turn, the company’s operating margin
was 31% in 2015, the highest in the industry.

$120

Having participated in the consolidation of the plasma
industry – the company’s acquisition record is excellent
– CSL now appears to be consolidating the market for
influenza vaccines. In 2014 the company bought Novartis’s
f lu vaccine business and combined it with its own to
form Sequirus. While the f lu business is currently lossmaking, economies of scale should help turn it around.
Management has suggested it should generate an operating
margin of 20% by 2020.

$40
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CURRENT PRICE ($)
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CSL is without question Australia’s pre-eminent
healthcare company.

With volume growth and pricing power, CSL should be
able to generate long-term revenue growth in the high
single digits. Very few one-hundred-year-old companies
can churn out that sort of growth, but CSL appears to be
one of them.

profitable for several years. Whether this reflects a change
in focus following Paul Perrault’s ascension to the chief
executive’s role in 2013, only time will tell.

What’s our current recommendation?
HOLD. The last time we recommended buying CSL was in
2012, but we hope to get another opportunity at some point.

W it h dom i na nt ma rket posit ions, econom ies of
scale, pricing power, and a strong product pipeline,
CSL is w ithout question Austra l ia’s pre-em inent
healthcare company.

Any substitute companies?
None comparable.

Could anything go wrong?

Further reading

While the industry is oligopolistic today and CSL operates
a ‘rational pricing’ policy, there can occasionally be bouts
of price competition in the plasma market. Indeed, a price
war broke out in 2002/03, helping to precipitate CSL’s
acquisition of Aventis Behring in 2004.

CSL: Australia’s best resources stock – Part 1
CSL: Australia’s best resources stock – Part 2
CSL solves chicken and egg problem

Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.

Last year’s acquisition of Novartis’s loss-making flu vaccine
business also seems higher risk than normal given the
company’s combined f lu business is not forecast to be
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Wesfarmers
What does it do?

years hence. Its acquisition and divestment record is excellent
and, while its portfolio of businesses is likely to change over
time, the disciplined management culture seems entrenched.

Wesfarmers is a diversif ied conglomerate although
retailing generates more than 90% of earnings these days.
It owns retail chains Coles, Bunnings, Kmart, Target and
Officeworks, as well as a collection of other industrial and
resource businesses.

Could anything go wrong?
Wesfarmers is an acquisitive company, so it could make
a mistake. In particular, it has ventured overseas for the
first time recently, buying a home improvement retailer
in Britain that it intends to re-position and re-brand as
Bunnings. Also, Australian grocery retailing margins
remain higher than elsewhere in the world, ref lecting
the concentrated nature of the local industry. This
has attracted discounters such as Aldi and Costco, so
competition could intensify.

WESFARMERS (WES) / HOLD

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$40.73

8%

Low

Low

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $35.00		 Above $50.00

$40.73

Key information
46

MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

Wesfarmers is probably the closest company Australia
has to Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway. Wesfarmers’
strength is its high-performance management culture
and decentralised structure, with each separate business
required to meet return on capital targets.

28–34

ROCE BUNNINGS PAST 5 YEARS (%)

8–11

ROCE COLES PAST 5 YEARS (%)

Chart 1: WES 10-year share price

Bunnings, which currently accounts for about 30% of our
Wesfarmers valuation, is arguably Australia’s best retailer.
The home improvement business’s return on capital employed
(ROCE) has risen from an already impressive 28% to an
exceptional 34% over the past five years, while the failure
of Masters is likely to cement the company’s dominance.

$50
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Food and liquor chain Coles is one half of Australia’s grocery
retailing duopoly (with Woolworths), with the business
accounting for about 45% of our Wesfarmers valuation.
Coles’ earnings have doubled since Wesfarmers acquired
the business in 2007, with return on capital employed
also having risen from 8% to 11% over the past five years.
Wesfarmers’ ability to improve the performance of its
portfolio of retailers has been astonishing and is directly
attributable to the company’s returns-focused culture.
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Source: Capital IQ

What’s our current recommendation?
HOLD. We’d love to buy Wesfarmers at the right price, but
the company’s success with Bunnings and Coles means it
is too much of a market darling now.

Any substitute companies?

The 2007 acquisition of Coles Group by Wesfarmers remains
Australia’s largest ever corporate takeover. Whilst the price
looked high at the time, the strong subsequent performance of
the acquired businesses has justified Wesfarmers’ confidence.
The company’s major mistake was using too much debt,
which necessitated two capital raisings and diluted returns
on capital, but management seems to have learned its lesson.

Woolworths, also one of Australia’s 10 best businesses
(see page 21).

Further reading
Wesfarmers: Interim result 2015
Wesfarmers counts on Chaney
Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.

As Australia’s largest retailing group, it’s not difficult to
imagine Wesfarmers being a bigger and stronger business ten

Australia’s 10 best businesses
Intelligent Investor

40.73

CURRENT PRICE ($)

Why is it a great business?
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ASX
What does it do?

with Chi-X in equities trading, it retains market share
of 89% despite five years of the latter pounding away.
Together with information services and technical services,
the combined Trading Services division accounts for 25%
of ASX’s revenue.

ASX operates equities and derivatives markets via the
Australian Securities Exchange, as well as providing
clearing, settlement, compliance and information services.
ASX (ASX) / BUY

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$45.52

8%

Low-Med

Medium

Finally, Equity Post-Trade Services accounts for 14% of
revenue. The government has recently recommended
that competition be allowed in clearing but it’s likely to
take time and, at 7% of revenue, it’s unlikely to damage
ASX much.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $45.00		 Above $60.00

So why is a company that continues to face various
competitive threats one of Australia’s 10 best businesses?
Because it has been dealing with them effectively for
years, pre-emptively cutting fees where necessary – a
10% cut in clearing fees will take effect from 1 July 2016,
for example. ASX is also investing in new technology to
meet the competition head on.

$45.52

Why is it a great business?
ASX is a bit like a toll collector for securities and derivatives
transactions – it takes a small cut whenever anyone buys
or sells (an average of $0.66 per fully completed equities
trade, in case you were wondering). It’s a key player in
the financial system and, thanks to Australia’s system
of compulsory superannuation, its toll booth is almost
impossible to avoid. ASX is also less cyclical than it might
appear. Whether the sharemarket is up or down isn’t
particularly important – so long as people are trading, it
will get its money.

Key information
45.52

CURRENT PRICE ($)

8.8

MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

74

EBIT MARGIN (%)

Chart 1: ASX 10-year share price

A SX is more d iversif ied than many internationa l
exchanges, with monopolies or near-monopolies in most
of the businesses it operates. It’s also somewhat protected
by the fact it dominates a financial backwater (Australia, if
you hadn’t guessed). You can see the company’s dominance
in its margins – ASX’s operating margin has been above
70% for the nine years since merging with SFE Corporation,
the former operator of the Sydney Futures Exchange.

$70

Its largest and strongest business is ‘Derivatives and Over
the Counter Markets’, which accounts for 35% of revenue.
It has an iron grip over the market for listed derivatives
and, while it faces competition from the ‘over the counter’
derivatives markets used by the big banks, this also offers
opportunities for growth.

Source: Capital IQ
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Like the best technology-based businesses, ASX regularly
attempts to disrupt itself. Previously it has set up its
own ‘dark pool’ trading facilities; now it is investing in
distributed ledger technology (see below).
Despite the threats, total revenue has continued to march
upwards and margins have remained remarkably stable.
ASX is a reliable generator of free cash f low, allowing it
to pay generous dividends. As the market’s toll collector,
ASX deser ves its place on the list of Australia’s 10
best businesses.

Its next largest business is Listings and Issuer Services,
which accounts for 26% of revenue and charges fees to
companies who wish to be listed or raise capital. It has
no credible competition.
While ASX is perhaps best known for equities trading,
this accounts for only 6% of revenue. While ASX competes
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Like the best technology-based businesses,
ASX regularly attempts to disrupt itself.

Could anything go wrong?

What’s our current recommendation?

A meltdown in global financial markets could cause
brokers and other market participants to fail, but it’s
happened before and the damage has been contained.
Risk management is an important part of ASX’s business.

BU Y. ASX has been a long-time Buy recommendation
although it is approaching the level at which we are likely
to downgrade to Hold.

Any substitute companies?

More worrying, perhaps, is distributed ledger (also known
as ‘block chain’) technology. Rather than transaction
ledgers being centrally held, as happens now, a distributed
ledger would allow independent verification of transactions
instantly (and therefore the removal of several layers of
ASX fees).

W h i lst not immed iately compa rable to A SX ,
Computershare (ASX: CPU) is a leading global provider
of share registr y ser v ices. Share registries prov ide
administration services for the transactions that take
place after those on securities exchanges. Like ASX,
though, Computershare might be threatened by distributed
ledger technology.

Such a scenario would allow trades to be settled within
seconds or minutes rather than days, as happens now.
The ideal, perhaps, is that you would be able to sell a
stock then withdraw the funds from your bank account
within seconds.

Further reading
Clearing uncertainty dogs ASX
ASX: Interim result 2016

ASX, consistent with its desire to be at the forefront of
technological change, is already investigating how it might
apply distributed ledger technology to its business. More
broadly, the increasing pace of technological change might
mean ASX incurs greater capital expenditures or other
costs than it has in the past.

Australia’s 10 best businesses
Intelligent Investor

Note: The Intelligent Investor Growth and Equity Income
portfolios own shares in ASX. You can find out about
investing directly in Intelligent Investor and InvestSMART
portfolios by clicking here .
Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.
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BHP Billiton
What does it do?

in oil prices means the return on assets in BHP’s petroleum
division has collapsed from 30% to less than 5%.

BHP Billiton is the largest mining company in the world.
Following last year’s demerger of South32, the company
focuses on iron ore, petroleum, copper and coal. Of these,
iron ore and petroleum generate approximately threequarters of earnings.

However, that obscures BHP’s conventional oil business,
which produced US$1bn in operating earnings in the first
half of 2016. Even during a difficult period, BHP’s total
petroleum business produced cash f low of US$2bn over
the same period. Copper and coal might be producing
poor results, but BHP’s assets are best in class.

BHP BILLITON (BHP) / BUY

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$19.22

8%

Med–High

Med–High

BHP is unique among miners. It controls vast basins with
enormous resources – the Pilbara (iron ore), the Bowen
Basin (coal) and Escondida (copper) to name just a few.
These are exceptional assets with very long lives.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $20.00		 Above $35.00

Key information
$19.22

19.22

CURRENT PRICE ($)

Why is it a great business?
BHP Billiton is perhaps the most controversial inclusion
in Australia’s 10 best businesses. Resource companies are
rarely great businesses – they have little pricing power and
are exposed to the vagaries of commodity prices.

MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

102

EBIT MARGIN (IRON ORE) %

>35

RETURN ON ASSETS (IRON ORE) %

>20
15

CASH COSTS (IRON ORE US$/TONNE)

Chart 1: BHP 10-year share price

They’re also extremely capital intensive, which means
cash f low tends to be reinvested in the business rather
than returned to shareholders. BHP has spent around
$80bn on capital expenditure over the past five years and,
despite the mother of all resource booms, free cash f low
has been poor.

$50
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$20

For all that, BHP owns one of the two best iron ore
businesses in the world (Rio Tinto owns the other). A
network of rail, ports and high grade dirt means BHP
can deliver iron ore to China and Japan more cheaply than
almost any other company on the planet.
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Source: Capital IQ

Now that the boom is over, BHP’s quality will become
more evident. The heavy capital expenditure program that
accompanied the boom is easing and, combined with a
significant lift in volumes, free cash flow should improve
materially.

Even though iron ore prices have more than halved from the
peak, divisional earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortisation (EBITDA) margins remain above 50%
and cash costs have been slashed to US$15 a tonne. BHP’s
iron ore business should comfortably generate a return on
assets of more than 20% even at these depressed prices.
While that’s well below the 50%-plus levels of the past
decade, this is an exceptionally profitable business.

If you’re going to own a mining company, you may as well
own the one with the best, lowest cost assets in the world.
BHP meets that criterion and earns a place on the list of
Australia’s 10 best businesses.

But BHP’s management has made capital allocation errors
over the years, as so many resource companies do. After
spending a total of $35bn on US shale assets, the collapse
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BHP can deliver iron ore to China and Japan more
cheaply than almost any other company on the planet.

Could anything go wrong?

Any substitute companies?

A commodity slump is currently underway. Prices for BHP’s
most important commodities, iron ore and petroleum,
have plummeted over the past two years. Commodity price
declines are an ever-present risk for any resource business,
but BHP’s strong position means it is not threatened, unlike
other highly leveraged international miners. Nevertheless,
the resources ‘bust’ could be prolonged.

Rio Tinto (ASX: RIO). If anything, Rio Tinto’s iron ore
business is superior to BHP Billiton’s. But following huge
investment into its iron ore division during the boom,
Rio is less diversified than its larger rival – iron ore now
accounts for around 80% of earnings (up from 35% ten
years ago). Rio’s aluminium business – the result of another
management capital allocation error – is also a deadweight. Despite writing off US$30bn from this division,
the aluminium division struggles to produce a return on
assets in the low single digits.

Unfortunately capital allocation errors can be a problem
in the resources industry. While BHP has not made an
operating loss for more than 25 years, management has
wiped out significant shareholder value by buying weak
assets at inf lated prices. The US shale investment is the
most glaring management error made during the boom.

Further reading
Biting into BHP: Part 1
Biting into BHP: Part 2

What’s our current recommendation?

BHP Billiton: Result 2015

BUY. During the so-called ‘stronger for longer’ boom, there
was little value in BHP’s share price. With the stock having
halved over the past two years, though, we’ve upgraded
for the first time in more than a decade.

BHP Billiton: Interim result 2016

Note: The Intelligent Investor Growth and Equity Income
portfolios own shares in BHP Billiton. You can find out about
investing directly in Intelligent Investor and InvestSMART
portfolios by clicking here .
Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.

Australia’s 10 best businesses
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Ramsay Health Care
What does it do?

Favourable long-term tailwinds mean Ramsay is likely
to remain a strong business well into the future. The
proportion of Australians over 65 is expected to double
over the next 40 years, an age demographic that accounts
for one-third of total healthcare spending. To top it off,
Australian government policy is supportive of private
hospitals and private health insurance. Without both,
the additional demand would break the public system.

Ramsay Health Care is Australia’s largest private hospital
operator and one of the top five in the world. It operates
221 hospitals across 6 countries, with Australia and France
accounting for about 90% of revenue.
RAMSAY HEALTH CARE (RHC) / HOLD

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$73.26

7%

Low–Med

Med–High

After a string of acquisitions, Ramsay is now the largest
private hospital operator in France as well (revenues from
its French and UK hospitals account for 39% and 9% of the
company’s total respectively). With the lion’s share of its
French operations having been acquired in 2014, there is
probably significant scope for efficiency improvements
as Ramsay combines them with its existing hospital
operations in the country.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $40.00		 Above $80.00

$73.26

Why is it a great business?
The private hospital industry – highly regulated and
capital intensive – might not seem like a fertile hunting
ground for a superior business. Hospitals not only need
the latest technology, they cost a great deal to build and
operate. These days, an Australian private hospital can
cost upwards of $1 million per bed to develop.

Key information

PRIVATE BEDS (AUST. SHARE %)

26

Then there’s the fact that competing hospitals – at
least in countries with universal healthcare – are often
government-owned or not-for-profit. And in Australia,
private health insurers can account for about 70% of a
private hospital’s revenue.

ROCE (%)

17

73.26

CURRENT PRICE ($)
MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

15

EBITDA MARGIN SINCE 2008 (%)

8-17

Chart 1: RHC 10-year share price
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For existing hospital operators like Ramsay Health Care,
though, the upside is that regulation and capital intensity
act as barriers to entry. So does the fact that many of
the company’s 70 Australian hospitals and day surgery
facilities are effectively local monopolies. Some are even
co-located with – or built next door to – public hospitals.
Ramsay now accounts for more than one in four private
hospital beds in Australia. Its size delivers greater
negotiating power with private health insurers, like
NIB and Medibank Private, and suppliers of medical
consumables, which account for around a quarter of
operating costs. This power – and the operating leverage
that comes from size – has increased the company’s
Australian earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortisation (EBITDA) margin from 8% in 2008 to
17% more recently.
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2016

Source: Capital IQ

All in all, Ramsay’s strong market positions in Australia
and France, growth potential elsewhere, and favourable
demographic tailwinds mean it earns a place on the list
of Australia’s 10 best businesses.
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Ramsay’s size delivers greater negotiating power
with private health insurers.

Could anything go wrong?

sensible to pay for the stock, especially taking into account
the company’s substantial debt.

Operating in a capital intensive industry, and having made
numerous acquisitions over the years, Ramsay carries net
debt of $3.2bn. While stable revenues allow it to handle
some leverage – operating earnings currently cover the
interest bill 6.7 times – any shocks, including interest
rate rises, could hurt profitability. Changing government
regulation will always be a risk, as might the ongoing
decline in the affordability of private health insurance.

Any substitute companies?
Healthscope (ASX: HSO), Ramsay’s smaller competitor,
has 16% of private hospital beds in Australia (compared
with Ramsay’s 26%), as well as pathology businesses in
New Zealand and Asia. With numerous major expansion
projects underway, at the right price Healthscope might
be an alternative to Ramsay.

There’s also some evidence that the Australian health
insurance companies are becoming more aggressive in
their rate negotiations, although the historical evidence
is that Ramsay has the upper hand in this relationship.

Further reading
Ramsay vs Medibank: The only trend that matters
Ramsay: The bull and bear case

What’s our current recommendation?

Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.

Hold. Ramsay is a very high quality business, and one
that we’ve underestimated over a long period. However,
the price is significantly above what we would consider
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REA Group
What does it do?

premium properties are charged higher prices. Longer
term, REA Group probably aims to charge a percentage
of the property’s sale price, just as agents do.

REA Group operates online real estate classified websites
around the world. Its f lagship asset is www.realestate.
com.au in Australia, but it operates a portfolio of websites
in south-east Asia and Europe too. REA Group also owns
a 20% stake in www.realtor.com , the second-largest real
estate classified website in the USA.

As REA Group has cemented its dominance and adjusted
its business model, earnings before interest , ta x
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) margins have
soared from 19% in 2005 to 51% in 2015. It has become an
exceptionally profitable business, as its return on equity
of 42% demonstrates.

REA GROUP (REA) / HOLD

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$55.88

4%

Low–Med

Medium

Online classified sites in general are excellent businesses
because they require little capital to operate. In turn this
means they generate copious quantities of free cash flow,
which can be returned to shareholders or reinvested in
growth opportunities.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $40.00		 Above $75.00

Supported by its 62% shareholder News Corporation, which
funnels traffic to the Australian site from its Australian
newspapers, REA Group is now investing its free cash flow
and using its strong balance sheet to finance international
expansion.

$55.88

Why is it a great business?
REA Group dominates the Australian real estate classified
market with realestate.com.au. While its main competitor
domain.com.au, owned by Fairfax Media, has a strong
position in the Sydney market, rea lestate.com.au
claims 85% of the minutes Australians spend researching
property online.

Key information
55.88

CURRENT PRICE ($)

Realestate.com.au benefits from powerful network effects.
As the website most Australians use, it’s also the site that
real estate agents must advertise properties on. Real estate
agents who have let their subscriptions to the site lapse
invariably report that potential buyer leads then drop
off. Its dominance forces agents to advertise on the site.

MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

7.4

EBITDA MARGIN (%)

51

RETURN ON EQUITY (%)

42

Chart 1: REA 10-year share price
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Realestate.com.au has another advantage over other
online classified sites. The cost of the advertisement is
typically much smaller than both the value of the house
and the agent’s commission. Most agents simply pass
the marketing costs on to vendors, and the price of a
classified advertisement looks cheap compared to the
value delivered.
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Source: Capital IQ

All this adds up to considerable pricing power – and REA
Group has not been afraid to use it. Several years ago the
company changed its revenue model from subscriptionbased – charging agents a fee for access to the site – to
‘market’-based pricing.

REA Group has outlaid $707m on acquisitions in southeast Asia and the USA over the past 18 months. While these
acquisitions are likely to dilute returns and margins in the
short term, both REA and News Corp have demonstrated
expertise in digital real estate markets.

Agents are now provided with incentives to place premium
advertisements – known as ‘listing depth products’ – while
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Real estate agents who have let their
subscriptions to the site lapse invariably report
that potential buyer leads then drop off.
REA Group is perhaps an unusual choice for Australia’s
10 best businesses list – it’s only 20 years old and first
became profitable in 2004. Short of fundamental structural
changes that affect the property market, however, it’s
hard to see how REA might lose its dominant position in
Australian real estate classified advertising. As the best
of the local classifieds companies, it’s definitely one for
the watch list.

This could force down agent commissions and in turn affect
how much REA Group is able to charge for advertising.

Could anything go wrong?

Several other Australian online classified sites are also
very good businesses. Each dominates its market, produces
excellent free cash flow, and has good international growth
prospects. Employment site Seek (ASX: SEK) and car
classifieds site Carsales.com (ASX: CAR) share many of
the same characteristics as REA Group, which is why we’ve
had Buys on both as recently as this year.

What’s our current recommendation?
Hold. REA Group is a first-class business but it always
looks highly priced. So far we’ve had to be content with
buying several of the substitute companies (see below).

Any substitute companies?

A n Australian housing dow nturn, particularly for
higher-priced properties, would undoubtedly affect
REA Group’s revenue. Nevertheless, listing volumes – an
important metric for the company – have historically been
surprisingly stable even though they’re below the peak
levels of 2011/2012.
International expansion represents a risk. The Australian
classified business is the flagship with the highest EBITDA
margins in the group (61% in 2015). The recently acquired
south-east Asian websites are more focused on property
development and at greater risk of a housing bust, while the
US investment is unlikely to be profitable for several years.

Further reading
REA: Interim Result 2016
Will REA Group dominate Domain?
Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.

Longer-term, there’s a risk that real estate agents lose
their power if ‘for sale by vendor’ websites gain traction.
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Sydney Airport
What does it do?

being changed that will allow more planes from other cities
in regional China, this trend should continue.

Syd ney A i r por t operates the epony mous a i r por t
in Australia’s largest city. It has a lease on the airport
until 2097.

Planes are getting larger too, which funnels more people
through the airport’s shops. Then there’s the benefit
from low-cost airlines, which tend to use the airport’s
infrastructure more efficiently. They operate on faster
turnaround times and have more big-spending tourists
(and fewer stingy business travellers).

SYDNEY AIRPORT (SYD) / HOLD

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$7.22

8%

Low

Low–Med

Sydney Airport also benefits from significant operating
leverage. The airport’s costs are relatively fixed, so
additional passengers, larger planes and regular price
rises enable profits to increase faster than revenue. These
tailwinds – combined with the effect of operating leverage
– explain why distributions have risen from 21 cents a
security in 2012 to a forecast 30 cents for 2016.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $5.00		 Above $8.00

$7.22

Why is it a great business?
Like many of the best businesses, Sydney Airport is a
monopoly. If you’re a passenger, and you want to f ly into
or out of Sydney, there’s only one choice. Airlines have to
cater to this underlying demand.

Key information
7.22

CURRENT PRICE ($)
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MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

Aeronautical revenue, which is generated from fees charged
to airlines for using the airport, comprises about half of
Sydney Airport’s total. Compared with many overseas
airports, Australian authorities have adopted a ‘light touch’
form of regulation when it comes to aeronautical charges.

21–30 cents

DIST. GROWTH SINCE 2012

82

EBITDA MARGIN (%)

Chart 1: SYD 10-year share price

The remainder of Sydney Airport’s revenue isn’t highly
regulated. Some of it comes from property revenue, such as
renting lounges or other properties to airlines and hotels.
Some of it is retail revenue, with the company operating as
a landlord much like a Westfield shopping centre might.

$8

Then there are the company’s infamous car parks, which
prove its pricing power. Car parking revenue has increased
by more than 10% a year since 2004, as the airport has
increased prices, improved utilisation and offered services
such as online booking and off-peak rates.
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Source: Capital IQ

Sydney Airport is a formidable asset, probably one of the
best in Australia. With an almost unassailable market
position, it easily makes it onto our top 10 businesses list.

Sydney Airport is benefiting from a number of tailwinds
that are likely to continue. International travel continues
to boom, growing faster than the economy overall.
International passengers are about one-third of the
airport’s total and they’re more valuable because they
spend an average of two hours in the terminals – time
they often devote to shopping.

Could anything go wrong?
Sydney Airport has a lot of debt. While airports are
generally pretty stable businesses, debt always makes a
company more vulnerable should conditions change or
setbacks occur. Terrorist attacks or regulatory changes
could be issues at some point.

Increasing wealth in China is driving strong passenger
growth, with that country now the airport’s second-largest
source of passengers (after New Zealand). With regulations
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International passengers are about one-third of the
airport’s total and they’re more valuable because
they spend an average of two hours in the terminals.
Any substitute companies?

Sydney Airport has also been a major beneficiary of lower
interest rates, much like other infrastructure businesses
(including Transurban – see page 19). While the airport
doesn’t have any major debt refinancings until 2020, credit
crises occur occasionally (remember the Global Financial
Crisis?). Debt levels continue to rise because the airport’s
policy is to fund its entire capital expenditure program
using borrowed funds.

Auckland Airport (ASX: AIA). In many ways Auckland
Airport is a superior business to Sydney Airport. It owns
the land the airport sits on (Sydney Airport is leased), as
well as a vast land bank that could be used for further
development.
A larger proportion of Auckland Airport’s passengers are
international too, which means the average passenger
should, in theory, be more valuable. The New Zealand
airport also has much lower debt levels although it too
takes on debt to fund capital expenditure. If this was the
Australasian top ten businesses, then Auckland Airport
would probably have made it onto the list.

Despite this, the company is effectively deleveraging at
the same time because earnings are rising faster than
debt levels. At some point though, cash f low will need
to be redirected to repaying debt well before the airport
returns to government ownership in 2097.
A couple of other issues loom on the horizon. Any downturn
in China could see that country’s stream of tourists slow.
Sydney’s planned second airport at Badgery’s Creek could
also siphon off traffic although Sydney Airport will almost
certainly remain the city’s primary hub. Sydney Airport
has first right of refusal over building that airport and,
whatever the case, it will be a decade before Badgery’s
Creek is operational.

Further reading
Sydney Airport: Result 2015
Sydney Airport’s debt to shareholders
Cage match: Sydney vs Auckland Airport

Note: The Intelligent Investor Growth and Equity Income
portfolios own shares in Sydney Airport. You can find
out about investing directly in Intelligent Investor and
InvestSMART portfolios by clicking here .

What’s our current recommendation?

Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.

HOLD. We’ve had numerous Buy recommendations on
the stock over the years, though, with the last one being
in 2014.

Australia’s 10 best businesses
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Transurban
What does it do?

The company’s ability to extract cost savings from acquired
assets has exceeded expectations.

Transurban operates 13 toll roads on Australia’s eastern
seaboard, including Melbourne’s Citylink, which joins
three major motorways, as well as six roads each in Sydney
and Brisbane. In the US, it has interests in two roads in
the state of Virginia.

Size and network integration bring other benef its.
The company’s control of a city’s road network gives it
significant bargaining power with governments, placing
it in a prime negotiating position. Its ability to integrate
a new road means it can usually out-bid any competitor.

TRANSURBAN (TCL) / SELL

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$11.93

8%

Low–Med

Medium

Transurban’s intimate knowledge of the road network also
means it can undertake expansion projects that benefit
both the city and the company’s profitability. A recent
example is the M5 upgrade in Sydney, which boosted traffic
numbers by 9% in the first half of 2016.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $7.00		Above $10.00

When you combine Transurban’s economies of scale,
monopolistic positions and built-in growth – including
inf lation protection – it’s clear why this is a first-class
business. With a diversified portfolio of Australian roads
and a virtually unassailable position, it earns a place in
our top ten.

$11.93

Why is it a great business?
If we had to venture our ideal business, it would probably
be a toll road operator. While strips of bitumen, ramps
and tunnels might be expensive to build, they’re simple
to run and require relatively little maintenance. They’re
also monopolistic assets – if you need to get somewhere
in a hurry, a toll road will do it.

Key information
11.93

CURRENT PRICE ($)

Generally, the operators are granted long concession
periods, even if the roads are handed back to the
government at the end. They also tend to be reasonably
immune to economic swings, and they’re protected from
inf lation. In Transurban’s case, many of its major roads
are permitted to increase tolls at the higher of inf lation
or 4–4.5%. Few companies can boast of built-in revenue
growth like this.

MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

24

EBITDA MARGIN 2004–2015 (%)

71–83

Chart 1: TCL 10-year share price
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Transurban started with just one toll road in Melbourne –
Citylink. It remains the company’s crown jewel, producing
35% of revenue. Through a series of acquisitions, though,
starting with the M2, it has also come to dominate Sydney’s
orbital road network. Then, in 2014, it bought Queensland
Motorways, making it far and away the biggest toll road
operator in Australia.
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Could anything go wrong?
In a word, debt. While Transurban’s revenues are certainly
defensive, it has not been afraid to pay big prices for
acquisitions using debt. The group carries $12.2bn of
debt, much of which it took on to finance the acquisition
of Queensland Motorways in 2014. In 2015, interest costs
consumed half of underlying EBITDA.

Transurban has demonstrated its ability to improve the
performance of the toll roads it acquires, partly through
centralising operations and integrating them into its
existing network. The company’s earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) margin has
increased from 71% in 2004 to 83% in 2015, even as it has
acquired lower margin assets like Queensland Motorways.
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When you combine Transurban’s economies of
scale, monopolistic positions and built-in growth,
it’s clear why this is a first-class business.
What’s our current recommendation?

There’s also refinancing risk, with substantial debt
mat u r ities fa l l ing due in 2017/2018. T h is isn’t a
hypothetical risk – in 2008 Transurban was forced to raise
capital as credit markets tightened during the Global
Financial Crisis.

SELL. Transurban’s defensive characteristics have become
highly sought after now that growth is hard to come by and
interest rates are very low. The stock looks too expensive,
especially given the company’s high debt levels.

Acquisitions are another significant risk. Transurban
is demonst rably a cqu isit ive a nd , w it h tol l roa d
opportunities becoming scarcer in Australia, it might
turn to international expansion once again. The company’s
overseas experience has been costly, with its Pocahontas
Parkway in Virginia being transferred to its lenders in 2012.
Its other US-based toll roads continue to underperform.

Australia’s 10 best businesses
Intelligent Investor

Any substitute companies?
None comparable.

Further reading
Transurban’s bumpy road
Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.
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Woolworths
What does it do?

machine. That’s largely because it receives cash from
customers before it must pay suppliers. A ‘negative working
capital’ business such as this produces cash that it can
reinvest in refurbishing stores and growing the network.

Woolworths is Australia’s largest grocery retailer. The
company operates supermarkets in Australia and New
Zealand, Australia’s largest liquor retailing group, as well
as the Big W discount department store chain and 75% of
hotel business ALH.

Whilst the turnaround will take time, there is of course
already a precedent in Australia. Since Wesfarmers
acquired Coles in 2007, it has doubled that company’s
earnings. This time Woolworths starts from behind
but, having forced itself to take its medicine early, the
company’s troubles should be largely forgotten five years
hence.

WOOLWORTHS (WOW) / BUY

Price at review

Max. portfolio wght.

Business risk

Share price risk

$21.81

8%

Low

Low–Med

A tarnished reputation is not inconsistent w ith an
exceptionally high quality business. Woolworths finds a
place in Australia’s top ten.

BUY
HOLD
SELL
Below $25.00		 Above $40.00

$21.81

Could anything go wrong?

Why is it a great business?

To some extent it already has, which is why the stock is
out of favour. Woolworths grew complacent over the years,
allowing margins and profitability to rise to a level that
attracted competition. The company is now lowering prices
and increasing service levels to win back customers. But
there’s still a risk of this developing into a price war with
rival Coles, or of discounters such as Aldi taking a greater
share of the grocery market than expected.

Notwithstanding the company’s recent troubles, size
matters in grocery retailing. Woolworths offers customers
a wide range, convenient locations, and superior buying
power. There’s a place for high quality, full service
supermarkets in Australia as the successful Coles
turnaround shows.
While Coles has been narrowing the gap, Woolworths’
food and liquor business generated sales of $42bn in 2015,
37% more than its smaller rival. With more than 1,600
supermarkets between them, Woolworths and Coles are
likely to continue their domination of the grocery retailing
market. The international experience is that discounters
such as Aldi peak at less than 20% of the market.

Key information
21.81

CURRENT PRICE ($)

Woolworths is widely considered to own the best liquor
business in Australia, with sales that are approaching
$9bn. It now has an almost insurmountable lead over
Coles, with the big box chain Dan Murphy’s the liquor
equivalent of Bunnings.

MARKET CAPITALISATION ($BN)

24

ROCE (2016E) (%)

17

GROCERY MARKET SHARE (%)

39

Chart 1: WOW 10-year share price
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While Woolworths’ high grocery margins were once
considered a strength, they have become a weakness that
allowed competitors to gain a foothold. However, even
as the company’s profits fall sharply as it reinvests in
price and service, Woolworths should produce a return
on capital employed of around 17% in 2016.
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Source: Capital IQ

Even though cash flow could be strained in the short term,
Woolworths will remain a long-term cash generation
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Even as its profits fall sharply as it reinvests in price
and service, Woolworths should produce a return on
capital employed of around 17% in 2016.
Any substitute companies?

Even with Woolworths resetting margins lower, they
remain higher than international averages. Whilst the
Australian grocery market should remain much more
concentrated than the UK market, for example, increasing
competition there has seen grocery margins crunched in
recent years.

Wesfarmers (see page 8). In smaller portfolios, you probably
shouldn’t own both Wesfarmers and Woolworths. While
Wesfarmers is more diversified, both are primarily retailers
and exposed to the grocery market in particular.

Further reading

What’s our current recommendation?

Woolworths take tough decisions

BUY. Woolworths is mildly underpriced at present, so
it’s not a standout opportunity. There may be further
opportunities to buy the stock at lower prices so our
initial suggested portfolio weighting for non-shareholders
is 2–3%.

Woolworths: Interim result 2016

Note: The Intelligent Investor Equity Income portfolio own
shares in Woolworths. You can find out about investing
directly in Intelligent Investor and InvestSMART portfolios
by clicking here .
Staff members may own securities mentioned in this article.
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The best of the rest
Wrapping up

The companies we’ve listed as ‘substitutes’ for each of our
10 best businesses are worth watching if you’re looking
to build a portfolio more quickly. It might also be worth
keeping an eye on the following ‘best of the rest’ businesses.
These just missed out on our final list for various reasons –
mostly to do with size – but would make worthy additions
to most portfolios, at the right price of course. Bear in
mind also that this should be considered a starting point
rather than a comprehensive list. Again, we’ve listed them
in alphabetical order.

That, as they say, is a wrap. So can we identify any common
themes among our 10 best businesses?
Well they tend to dominate their markets. They’re
either effectively monopolies or they participate in
cosy oligopolies. Market leadership matters, because it
bestows power – over prices, customers, suppliers, and
even governments.
That power results in superior profit margins and high
returns on capital employed. And if a business produces
a strong return, shareholders get the best bang for their
buck. So that’s the upside.

A R B Corporation (ASX : A R B) – Four wheel drive
accessories manufacturer A RB Corporation has an
impressive history of lifting sales and taking market share
due to its reputation for high quality products.

The downside is that strong businesses can weaken their
positions with too much debt. While Sydney Airport,
Transurban and Ramsay Health Care (not to mention
Commonwealth Bank) each earn a place in our top ten,
future crises could force capital raisings. Expect their
share prices to be much more volatile than their underlying
businesses.

Cochlear (ASX: COH) – the market leader in cochlear
implants to treat hearing loss, with locked-in revenue
from upgrade sales and accessories.
Corporate Travel Management (CTM) – a travel agent
specialising in the corporate travel market, with impressive
growth potential and lower capital requirements than
retail travel businesses. Look out for a review in coming
months.

Of course, upsets like this occasionally produce buying
opportunities. It’s no coincidence that two of the three
companies with Buy recommendations – BHP Billiton
and Woolworths – face particularly uncertain conditions
over the next few years. Great businesses often become
great investments at exactly the time their status is being
questioned.

InvoCare (ASX: IVC) – Australia’s largest funeral and
‘death care’ company has perhaps the most reliable
demand of any business, with excellent pricing power
to match.
Reece (ASX: REH) – Australia’s largest plumbing and
bathroom supplies company is also one of the bestmanaged companies on the ASX, with potential to grow
in adjacent areas. Reece was brief ly a Buy in April 2016
but has since been downgraded.

This, then, is the ultimate purpose of a list like Australia’s
10 best businesses: it identifies the best in advance so you
can add them to your watch list.
The next steps are clear enough. Get to know the companies
so you’ll be ready. Wait patiently for a buying opportunity.
Then back up the truck when the price is too good to
be true.

Scentre Group (A SX : SCG) – Austra l ia’s la rgest
shopping centre group brings together specialty retailers
and shoppers in an unmatched array of locations.
Internationally, Westfield Corporation (ASX: WFD) is a
potential substitute, with standout locations in world
cities like London and New York.

Note: The Intelligent Investor Growth portfolio owns shares
in ASX, BHP Billiton, Sydney Airport and Trade Me, whilst
the Equity Income portfolio own shares in Commonwealth
Bank, ASX, BHP Billiton, Sydney Airport, Woolworths and
Trade Me.

Trade Me (ASX: TME) – New Zealand-based Trade Me
is that country’s combination of eBay and the various
Australian online classified companies all rolled into one.
Trade Me was a Buy until May 2016.

Disclosure: The author, James Greenhalgh, owns shares in
Commonwealth Bank, Sydney Airport, ASX, Computershare, Fairfax
Media, Seek, Cochlear, InvoCare and Trade Me. Other staff may also
own the securities mentioned.
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